PERCEPTION OF MIGRATION PHENOMENON
Real VS Perception

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16%</td>
<td>% foreign citizens in Austria (EUROSTAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35%</td>
<td>% foreign citizens perceived by Austrians (average)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ranking of migration in the top issues for Austrians

- **#3 RANK**: in the most important challenges facing the country
- **#4 RANK**: in the most important personal challenges at the moment

EVALUATION OF COUNTRY GENERAL SITUATION

- 7 Austrians in 10 are satisfied about the situation of the country in general

KEY ACTORS: WHO SHOULD TAKE RESPONSIBILITY OF INTEGRATING REFUGEES AND MIGRANTS

- 18% of Austrians claim that Government should be the key actor
- 41% of Austrians believe that NGOs and volunteer organizations should be the key actor
- 50% of Austrians believe that European Union should be the key actor

CONNECTION WITH FOREIGN PEOPLE

- 91% of Austrians have some connection with people coming from another country

LINGUISTIC ELEMENT

- 70% of Austrians consider the linguistic element a very important factor to be considered as a “real Austrian”

IMPACT OF MIGRATION ON THE COUNTRY

- 20% of Austrians say migration has had a positive impact on the country
- 49% of Austrians say migration has had a negative impact
- 29% of Austrians say migration has had no effect

MEDIA REPRESENTATION OF MIGRANTS

- 22% “too much”
- 15% “too little”
- 55% “fair enough”
- The traditional media talk about migration

EXPOSURE TO FAKE NEWS

- 5 Austrians in 10 believe they have been exposed to deliberately inaccurate news about migrants

The content of this report represents the views of the author only and is his/her sole responsibility. The European Commission does not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of the information it contains.
PERCEPTION OF MIGRATION PHENOMENON

Real VS Perception

8% % foreign citizens in Greece (EUROSTAT)
35% % foreign citizens perceived by Greeks (average)

Ranking of migration in the top issues for Greeks

#4 RANK in the most important challenges facing the country, after unemployment, economic situation and taxation
#12 RANK in the most important personal challenges at the moment

MIGRANTS AND REFUGEES

40% of Greeks claim that it is no longer possible to welcome refugees in the country and that therefore the borders should be closed

63% believe that people should be able to take refugees in other countries, including Greece, to escape from war, climate disasters or persecution

IMPACT OF MIGRATION ON THE COUNTRY

6% of Greeks say migration has had a positive impact on the country
29% that it has had no effect
64% that it has had a negative impact

THE EUROPEAN UNION ROLE

13% believe that EU has efficiently responded to the arrivals of refugees
86% claim that EU must do more to support Greece to respond to migration movements

76% of Greeks believe that EU should take more responsibility in the migrants integration process
PERCEPTION OF MIGRATION PHENOMENON

Real VS Perception

2% % foreign citizens in Hungary (EUROSTAT)
20% % foreign citizens perceived by Hungarians (average)

<1% % Muslims in Hungary (Pew Research Center)
11% % Muslims perceived by Hungarians (average)

Ranking of migration in the top issues for Hungarians

#7 RANK in the most important challenges facing the country, after unemployment, economic situation and taxation

#13 RANK in the most important personal challenges at the moment

IMPACT OF MIGRATION ON THE COUNTRY

4% of Hungarians say migration has had a positive impact on the country
34% that it has had no effect
56% that it has had a negative impact

THE IDEAL SOCIETY

Characteristics that are essential for a good society for Hungarians:

31% «That the rights of minorities are protected»
73% «That everyone can express their opinion freely»

CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS

81% of Hungarians believe that all those holding official citizenship papers can be considered «real Hungarian, even in case they do not have a job»

MEDIA REPRESENTATION OF MIGRANTS

61% of Hungarians believe that traditional media talk too much about migrations
46% claim that traditional media exaggerate in a negative portrait of migrants

CONNECTION WITH FOREIGN PEOPLE

38% of Hungarians have no connection with people coming from another country

THE ROLE OF INSTITUTIONS AND CIVIL SOCIETY IN MANAGING THE REFUGEES CRISIS

47% of Hungarians believe that Government has efficiently responded to the arrivals of refugees
47% of Hungarians believe that NGOs have given a concrete and active support in managing the arrivals of refugees
17% of Hungarians believe that European Union has efficiently responded to the arrivals of refugees

EXPOSURE TO FAKE NEWS

7 Hungarians in 10 believe they have been exposed to deliberately inaccurate news in general
5 Hungarians in 10 believe they have been exposed to deliberately inaccurate news about migrants

The content of this report represents the views of the author only and is his/her sole responsibility.
The European Commission does not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of the information it contains.
LA PERCEZIONE DEL FENOMENO MIGRATORIO

Reale VS Percepito

9% - stranieri residenti in Italia secondo ISTAT

31% - stranieri residenti secondo gli italiani

Posizione del tema nell’agenda delle priorità degli Italiani

4° POSTO
dopo disoccupazione, situazione economica e tasse se si guarda alle priorità nazionali

10° POSTO
delle preoccupazioni degli Italiani a livello individuale

«L’ALTRO» NELLA SOCIETÀ IDEALE

Caratteristiche essenziali per una buona società secondo gli italiani

59% «che siano tutelati i diritti delle minoranze»

29% «che ci siano sempre meno migranti che arrivano in Italia»

LAVORO E WELFARE

75% I migranti sono spesso sfruttati nel mercato del lavoro

46% L’immigrazione incide sui costi dei servizi di welfare e consuma risorse che potrebbero essere spese per gli italiani

38% Il lavoro dei migranti è necessario per colmare alcune lacune lasciate dallo Stato (es. badanti)

IUS SOLI

6 italiani su 10 ritenendo che chi è nato in Italia, indipendentemente dalla nazionalità dei propri genitori, sia da considerare un «vero italiano»

IMPATTO DELL’IMMIGRAZIONE SUL PAESE

12% esprime un voto positivo

28% ritiene non abbia avuto alcun effetto

57% esprime un giudizio negativo

SICUREZZA

33% La maggior parte dei crimini in Italia è commessa da migranti

40% È troppo pericoloso accogliere migranti e rifugiati perché rappresentano una grave minaccia terroristica

L’UE dovrebbe essere la principale responsabile del processo di integrazione dei migranti

MEDIA E FAKE NEWS

30% «hanno timore di descrivere negativamente i migranti»

34% «esagerano nel descrivere negativamente i migranti»

IL RUOLO DELL’UNIONE EUROPEA

Secondo gli italiani...

63% L’UE dovrebbe essere la principale responsabile del processo di integrazione dei migranti

84% L’UE dovrebbe fare di più per supportare l’Italia nella gestione dei movimenti migratori

7% L’UE ha risposto in modo efficace all’arrivo dei rifugiati

The content of this report represents the views of the author only and is his/her sole responsibility. The European Commission does not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of the information it contains.